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Why hire Ike to speak?
Ike is passionate about empowering others to thrive in business and in life. He will spend time
with you on the phone to complete a pre-event questionnaire. He will independently study
your organization and create customized presentation materials that are relevant to your
organization and its unique challenges. As an bonus, Ike has a fascinatingly triumphant
personal story of overcoming seemingly insurmountable odds that moves audiences to
believe that anything is possible.
What makes Ike’s presentation style Exceptional?
Ike’s goal is to make YOU look like a ROCKSTAR! His programs are content-rich, paradigmshifting, and strategy-packed. He has the ability to change the way audiences think about
things, the way they feel about things, and can help them change their results like no one else
you’ve ever seen. All you have to do is watch some of the video testimonials on his website
from those who have witnessed Ike speak to get a sense for what’s in store for your audience.
His heart-felt, entertaining and highly interactive style of delivery engages audiences
immediately and has a magnetizing impact on participants. Sharing his own story of triumph
over adversity inspires audiences of all ages.
Why do Event Planners love to book Ike?
Ike is an extremely versatile presenter. He speaks to students, staff, new hires, seasoned
professionals, executives, managers, women, men, and entrepreneurs. Large audiences or
small, Ike speaks to the heart of all participants. He does not lecture. He empowers, coaches,
consults, interacts, inspires, dances, motivates, and does whatever is necessary to create a
truly transformational experience for your audience. Most importantly, he is passionate and
speaks from his HEART! You can count on Ike to exude professionalism, to make working with
him as easy as hitting the Staples EASY Button, which will make you look like a ROCKSTAR in
front of your audience and have them begging for more. His team, website, booking
documents, and electronic materials make the booking experience enjoyable and fun!
Does Ike book Break-Out Sessions?
YES! He loves the opportunity break-out sessions provide to have more intimate sessions. There
he can do an even deeper dive into his content and facilitate strategy development for the
audience. Just discuss the details of what you are looking for from a break-out session with
him on your call!
www.ikeikokwu.com * 470 - 205 -0808 * ike@ikeikokwu.com

